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From the Zine Runners

A few years ago I was living in a one bedroom apartment that looked 
onto an alley. There was no balcony, only shade, and trying to grow anything 
in my north facing window resulted in sad, withered little stalks and not 
much else. I've since moved to a place that's kinder to nature, but with so 
many others in my initial situation, it's no wonder that Elias' house and the 
wilderness around it kindles such a feeling of calm, wonder, and even envy. 

I wanted to put together a zine based on gardening and foraging as 
a little mental respite, and I hope it gives you a few minutes of stillness 
to yourself.  If you've picked this up and donated to one of the charities 
suggested by our artists, a warm thank you - a sentiment that extends to the 
talented artists involved. Thank you for spending your precious snippets of 
time on this little zine.

– Out of Flowers

Out of Flowers suggested this zine idea and I thought 'Why not?' It 
had been 10 years since I last attempted any manga work and my previous 
experience was pretty special. I wanted to challenge myself and learn 
some new skills, but I really loved the idea of focusing on the world and 
environment of The Ancient Magus' Bride. With that in mind, I dipped my 
toes back into the doujinshi pool. Our goal was to keep to what Yamazaki 
has laid before us and channel the quiet, intimate moments. This collection 
is sweet and sentimental, and I hope readers enjoy the hard work that 
everyone poured into each tale.

– メリメリ
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The
Larder

Out of Flowers



The Larder

the larder is low.

It was a year of 
more guests than

anticipated,

and more
distractions
than normal,

so i
suppose it’s

understandable
to fall behind on

preparations
for winter.



We need to move quickly
if we’re going to restock

before the fIrst snow.

well
let’s
 go!

Meri is on 
fiFishing duty,

We barter with 
the neighbours
for help with

herbs and 
mushrooms

think

think

oh right



I’ve asked some of the dragons 
for help with FIREwood for 

when guests arrive

And as usual 
they were 

a little too
enthusiastic.

I inspect
the reindeer.

The old,  
the unwell,  
those that 

wouldn’t make  
it through  

the winter are
separated. 

And 
they too
go into 
winter

storage

ANTLERS FOR CARVING 

        AND DRAGON CHEWS

HIDE FOR LEATHER

HOOVES FOR JELLY

ROAST

RIBS

STEAK

ROAST

STEAK

STEW

ROAST

STEW



Chise sent squash and storage potatoes
 - such a thoughtful girl

It was
a good

year for
cloud

berries, 
and an
even 

better 
one for

hides and
scales.

we accept.

WE TRADE WITH
A NEARBY LOCAL
FOR GRAIN, WHICH

WE’LL GRIND ON
THE QUERN

STONE.

The college gifts
a massive cheese,
presumably as an

apology.

Fish is 
never really

an issue,

ADOLF SENDS SPICES, 
    WHICH IS BOTH A KINDNESS
      AND A MILD NETTLE - HE

         FINDS MY COOKING MUCH
               TOO BLAND.

but the
Guompa

stores are
low, however.



THAT SHOULD BE 
ALMOST EVERYTHING. 
WHAT’S NEXT, MERI?

MM. WE ALMOST 
FORGOT!

OH!

THE NAPS.

AND THEN...



Wishes on 
the Wind

A Robin 
Among Thorns



The covenant between wind and seeds. So simple yet so profound. 

Wildflowers and herbs swayed gently in the breeze, populating 
a small field just a stone’s throw away from a charming cottage in the English 
countryside. Ariels flitted through the air with bubbly laughter, fulfilling 
their duty with joy and glad for any opportunity to encourage new saplings.

Fae of all shapes and sizes loved to come and bask in the summer sun 
when magic and nature are ripe. So much so that even the eye of an ordinary 
human might spot some extraordinary neighbors lounging on the river bank 
or perched amongst the daisies. Of course, that human would likely blink 
and convince themselves they had simply seen a trick of the light. But in this 
field where the old ways still lived and prospered, mischievous faeries could 
play freely like children reprieved from their school work. 

A dandelion puff exploded into a vapor of seeds, followed by a brisk 
‘Ah!’ from the owner of the boot soles responsible for their sudden departure. 
The girl shifted her wicker gathering basket in order to assess the damage 
done. Her soft alarm drew the attention of a second figure in the field, this 
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one with a visage like death and dressed in a sensible gardening apron. His 
skeletal head turned toward his young ward, assessing her open-mouthed 
distress. “What is wrong, Chise?”

She grimaced with the mild frustration that shadowed every mistake, 
however negligible, she should ever make. “Sorry Elias, I kicked a dandelion.”

To say that Hatori Chise apologized more than necessary was a 
tremendous understatement. But even by her standards, this apology seemed 
unwarranted. 

“Why are you sorry?”
“Well, they’ll spread further now.” Her grimace set in further as a 

disgruntled sigh escaped her lungs. “Maybe to the garden.” 
“I fail to see why this is a problem.” He said plainly.
Chise looked at him, perplexed. She normally expected him to have 

difficulty comprehending the realms of the human animal, it was something 
he would even freely admit. But when it came to nature, magical and 
mundane alike, she generally trusted his experience as a seasoned mage. 
What could he be overlooking?

Her eyes glanced to and fro, as though wary of an unseen observer. 
“Um, aren’t they weeds?” 

Ah. So this was where his misunderstanding lay. 
“While they may absorb nutrients, it is little more than other flowers.” 

He leaned the great distance from his torso to the ground and plucked 
a young golden dandelion from its patch. Then he stood, the tiny plant 
propped between the fingers of his light brown gardening gloves. “And 
besides, they possess a host of benefits that far outweigh perceived detriment.”
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“Oh.” In hindsight, she should have foreseen this. “Magical benefits?” 
Everything, Chise had learned, has some part to play in the web of magic 
woven all around her.

“Yes, and also medicinal. But primarily…” His cavernous jaw opened 
with surprising delicacy as the flower was tossed inside, stem and all. 

Chise blinked dumbfounded. She could not have forese this.
A series of leafy crunches sounded from his jaw followed by an audible 

gulp. “They are a very nutritious food.” His eyes flickered briefly as he was 
seized by a full body shiver. “Although I must admit,” he coughed gruffly and 
thumped his chest. “The taste is rather challenging uncooked.”

A snort bubbled forth of Chise, cracking her startled silence into a grin 
at the absurdity she had just borne witness. She covered her mouth to hide 
the giggling snickers that tickled her lips. Yet they were not unnoticed by 
Elias. Watching the subtle happy crinkles in her eyes, he found himself much 
less bothered by the acrid oils on his tongue.   

Chise steadied herself and cleared her throat. “I never would have 
thought that.”

“Why is that? Are there no dandelions in Japan?”
“No there are, but they tend to only show up in sidewalk cracks.” 
Elias was very curious now. “Are there no fields in Japan?” 
“Well, yes there are but,” her eyes changed in a subtle way that indicated 

her mind had traveled across the sea back to her early years, “there was very 
little forest land where I grew up. The city I lived in had a few parks but even 
they were very...calculated, for lack of a better word, and heavily managed.” 
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Chise had thought of it very little since traveling to England, but she 
always had trouble breathing in the city. An ever-present suffocation she 
never noticed until it was gone. Whether this was pollution or crowds or 
just the city itself, she was unsure. But since the day she first stepped foot 
in the countryside of West England, she had drawn full deep breaths that 
carried life and vibrancy.

Even from the earth itself, she could feel that nothing separated the soil 
from her body. There was no asphalt shell to dull the connection. The grass 
between her toes, the soil against her soles, the heartbeat of the earth and 
magic could always be felt subtly. 

Japan had kept her in many cages. A cage of guilt. A cage of family. Even 
a cage of concrete and glass. 

But the second her chains exploded into shards of light, the robin had 
been welcomed to freedom with flowers and fields and magic.

“I was always told they were a nuisance.” She said returning from her 
brief respite. “Those cracks were likely the only places they had left. The city 
I grew up in, it felt as though every day it was swallowing up more of the 
forests and land around it.” 

“I’ve read that Japan has very few restrictions in place to control 
urbanization,” Elias said. 

Chise shrugged. “I’m no expert on the laws, but I’d believe that.”
Elias fell silent, recalling something Chise had explained to him while 

she clung to his coat on a visit to an old graveyard. “You told me that in 
Japan you mostly encountered shapeless aberrations, correct?”
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One of Chise’s red eyebrows curled up curiously. “Uh, yes. I did see fully 
formed yokai from time to time. But that was rarely in the city.” 

“That is likely in no small part due to the nature of Japan. As its people 
become less entwined with nature, culture, and customs, magic becomes 
weaker.” 

“Oh, like the Dark Lady and the Horned God?” 
“Exactly. There are plenty of fae and magical beings able to exist in this 

new world dominated by human ingenuity. But those tend to be creatures 
born in recent centuries, able to take new niches or ones that the more 
ancient simply can’t fill any longer. This is true in England as well. Were you 
to travel to London, or any heavily urbanized area, you could easily observe 
it. But in our corner of the country where customs still thrive, however 
faintly, magic can still find refuge.” 

It is Elias, this time, whose eyes traced back through a distant but 
pervasive melancholy. “Traditions fade and full creatures have nothing 
to cling to, but parasitic beings can cling to the raw chaotic energy in 
industrialized nations.” 

The pressure to continue on in a world that no longer needs them was 
felt by all magic users. Mages were no exception to this. On the contrary, 
they were the most heavily affected of all. Elias had resisted the pressure to 
become involved in their preservation for a long time. But upon realizing 
the lonely world Chise might now be left in...

Eyes downcast, Chise said, “That’s... sad.” Her simple words 
unknowingly voiced a creeping sensation in Elias’ chest. 

“I suppose,” he sighed, “but it is inevitable.” 
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“It is a little frustrating though. Humans work so hard to conquer the 
world around them.”

He chuckled, amazed at her ability to intuit his thought from moments 
before. “That is one aspect of mages that is so unique, and, I suppose, 
frustrating to other magic users.”

“How is that?” Chise inquired.
“As you have attended college thus far,” Elias probed, taking on the 

tone and voice he often employed while attempting to direct a line of logic, 
“Alchemy has been described as humans attempting to rework and rewrite 
the laws of nature to suit their needs, correct?”

“Yes.”
“A mage aims to understand the world how it is, not how we want it to 

be. To cooperate with magic and nature, not conquer them. So that we may 
flourish alongside them.”

Chise recalled the days just after awakening from her sleepy grove, 
when she was first taught the basics of magic. Those early days had often 
been spent in the garden with a book in each hand. She would watch the 
faeries laugh and play amongst the greenery as she studied their illustrated 
counterparts. She learned their habitats, the flowers, and the herbs they 
loved, and how to make the garden and the fae come alive.

In hindsight the attitude she held toward magic was flawed. She had 
believed that she was learning only to interact with the world around her. That 
the natural world was somehow separate from the magical. Unbeknownst to 
her, that interaction had been the magic all along. 

It somehow made the role of a mage all the more beautiful. 
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And all the more wistful. “For better or worse, nature and magic alike 
become constrained in hard places, covered up and forgotten,” she said, 
somehow feeling a chill in the summer air.

“Yes,” Elias breathed, “but despite all this, it can still thrive. Much like 
the dandelions”.

“It makes me a little sad now.” She huffed small smile, as though she 
were scoffing at the foolishness she felt she possessed. “All that needless 
animosity I had for a helpful plant.” 

“From the way you spoke about it, it seems to me that you did not hold 
animosity. Rather you had no choice but to conform to the environment 
that surrounded you.” 

Oddly, these words, which Elias had not considered until he uttered 
them, brought forth an image to his mind; a little crimson-topped dandelion 
squeezed haphazardly in the worn cracks between a sidewalk. Little leaves 
curved upward in shaky crescents to shield its blossom from notice. 

He looked to her now, no longer cowering in a desperate refuge, but 
flourishing with space, and food and attention. Love and kindness fluttering 
freely from her like fluffy seeds on the breeze.

The sleigh beggy leaned down the much shorter distance to the grassy 
soil and plucked her own little dandelion. She gazed at it, a silent apology 
somehow clear in her warm smile. Her eyes turned to him, residual warmth 
emanating. “We should ask Silky if she knows any dishes for dandelions.” 
She placed the tiny flower among the lavender and thistles she had harvested 
in her shallow gathering basket. 

“Sounds good.” Elias agreed, joining her foraging. 
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“Oh!” Chise exclaimed softly. Elias watched as she rose, cradling a puffy 
dandelion between her fingers, shielding it from the wind with a shell made 
from her free hand. She held the puffball out before Elias’ teeth, letting her 
protective hand fall away. “Make a wish.”

Elias had heard of this custom among human children, but like many of 
its kind, he had never practiced it. And like many of its kind, he found his 
apprentice kindled a desire to practice this custom for the first time. His eyes 
dimmed as a wish played out inside his mind, the only wish he could conjure 
at the moment, a wish for the happiness of his bride. His jaw opened, letting 
a puff of breath escape and free the white seeds.

On the wind Ariels fluttered to and fro, laughing as they guided these 
seeds and feelings to where they would take root. 
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Sugar Crystal
Night

葵

This comic reads with a panel order from left to right















The Last Rose 
of Summer

Vendrasola



    

Painted clouds of purple and orange darkened before the setting 
sun, carrying a storm toward a small village west of London. 
The air was thick and brought with it the scent of the rivers and 

forests intertwined with the approaching rains, creating a heaviness in the 
atmosphere that would soon be pushed away by cool, electric winds.

A young boy sat on swing that he had happened upon while exploring 
the edges of the forest. It took a bit for him to actually climb on the thing 
as it was nearly as high as he was, but he enjoyed a little adventure now and 
then. Having just moved from the city, the English countryside excited him 
in ways he couldn’t yet understand. Gone were the horns of cars, the roars 
of bus engines, neighbors arguing and sirens ringing in the distance, and no 
longer did Big Ben announce the time. 

He was okay with this. He wondered, silently, if this was what his 
grandmother’s home village looked like. She’d described it to him often 
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when he was younger. Sure, England wasn’t the Ireland she’d called home, 
but it seemed pretty close to what he’d heard. 

He ran his small fingers through his auburn-kissed brunette hair, 
snagging the tangled curls that sat at the ends; framing his face. Grimacing, 
he tugged through the knot, releasing it and brushing it out of his dark 
brown eyes. He sighed as he pushed his back and pumped his legs one last 
time before relaxing in the gentle sway the swing provided. Old but strong 
rope creaked against the thick branches above, and he wiggled his rear on 
the hard wooden seat, settling in further as the wind picked up and pushed 
him along.

A flash of light sparked through the skies beyond the nearby 
rolling hills and his mouth flew agape in wonder. He’d never 
experienced a storm like this. Before, in the city, he’d just hear the 
thunder and be rushed inside, annoyed he couldn’t play anymore. 
When he was younger he’d cry for his mum or his nan. Today?  
He really wanted to watch this.

“Wyatt!” The shrill cry of his older sister echoed through the 
hills and bounced off the trees of the forest. As if on cue, a loud boom 
of thunder clapped above and sent a shiver down Wyatt’s spine.  
He winced, the volume of his sister’s voice rising as she came closer. 

“What are you doing!?” He turned to find his sister, sweaty from the 
moist August air and huffing from her small trek down the lane. Her long 
black hair was matted to her forehead and clumped over her shoulders. The 
girl’s pudgy stomach and thighs jiggled as she bent over, clasping her knees 
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and gasping for breath in a more than overdramatic fashion. He rolled his 
eyes. 

“What do you want, Samantha?” He turned back and watched the giant 
darkening clouds moving slowly towards them. Can’t I get five minutes of 
peace to myself? 

“Daddy told me to find you,” she narrowed her dark brown eyes as she 
trudged over to him in a huff and pushed her matted hair off her forehead, 
where it stood up in the position she moved it to.

 Wyatt couldn’t help but stare. For a minute she reminded him of one 
of their new neighbor’s chickens and he audibly giggled at the thought. “For 
what?” he asked, stifling his laughter best he could. 

“What are you laughing at?” Samantha ignored his question and folded 
her arms over her chest. Her hair flopped back down over her face.

Wyatt let out another hearty belly laugh, this time he pictured her 
clucking and walking like a bird...too good. “You!” He let go of the swing 
and clutched his stomach in laughter. Thunder clapped in the distance.

“You’re a jerk!” Setting her off, she lunged forward and pushed him off 
his swing. With a yelp, he fell forward and off his wooden seat, landing face 
first into a bundle of jagged roots a good meter below him. His small frame 
stiffened at impact and immediately a cry escaped his lips. A low, guttural, 
growl-like groan spilled from his chest at the same rate blood spilled from the 
gash now left on his forehead. With wide eyes and mouth agape, Samantha 
backed away, slowly at first before tripping over a root of her own. Sprinkles 
of cold rain began to shower over her as she stumbled to her feet.
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“Wyatt?” She squeaked, tears forming in her eyes, falling to meet with 
the rain drops that sat on her cheeks. “Wyatt!?” The boy didn’t move - he 
was still and quiet. “I-I’m - I’m s-sorry. I-” Samantha turned and ran back 
in the direction she came. 

Thunder roared through the hills and a small squeak escaped from 
under Elias’ quickly-becoming-drenched coat. The Magus stopped mid-
stride, feeling the grip of the dainty human clinging to him tighten around 
his waist and tug at a belt loop. 

“Chise?” He tilted his veiled head down in her direction. “Are you 
certain you prefer to walk?”

The redhead peered up at him quickly before casting her glace aside and 
focusing on their surroundings. “Positive,” she said. “I told you, I need that 
blackcurrant while it’s storming. If I’m all the way up there I might miss it.”

“Very well.” He started walking again and she followed close to his side, 
blushing, embarrassed at her reaction to a simple storm but determined to 
collect this reagent at the right time. If she didn’t, it would simply end up 
turning into another jar of currant jam and joining the eight other jars in 
the pantry. If they didn’t sparkle when she picked them, there was no point 
in soaking them in Lillend tears. And though she knew naught of how he 
cultivated them, Elias expressed that Lillend tears were very hard to come by 
and wasting the highly-valued ingredient just wasn’t going to happen. Fair 
enough. Chise was more grateful than anything.
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“Ohhhhh,” a disembodied cry broke through the pitter-patter of 
raindrops falling through the trees above. The two froze. Chise stepped away 
from Elias and looked around. Ruth pulled out of her shadow and trotted 
ahead, out of the forest and into a clearing, sniffing the ground as he went. 
Chise followed behind with Elias bringing up the rear. 

As they came upon the scene Chise gasped in surprise, clamping her 
hand over her mouth and taking in what exactly was going on. A little 
boy was lying in the fetal position under an old swing, holding his hands 
over his bloodied head, crying, and soaked to the bone. Ruth stopped and 
looked back to Chise for direction. Chise turned to Elias who was already 
comfortably situated in her shadow, watching with red-white orbed eyes. 

Sighing and with semi-pursed lips, Chise turned back to the boy with 
concern, approaching slowly. It seemed as if a million different scenarios 
came to mind considering how he ended up in this position. Thinking back 
to her own childhood experiences, she caught her throat for a moment - 
flashing back to the numerous times she would be running through a forest 
or a field or even in the middle of school while being chased. She wondered 
if he had the sight as well or if there was something a bit more sinister at 
play here. Of course, he could have just simply fallen from the swing. But 
something seemed off...Chise felt it but couldn’t put her finger on it. Not 
quite malicious, but not of good spirits, either.

“Who’s there?!” He flung his hands down and put his head up in her 
direction. “Samantha?!” Chise cocked a brow and knelt down next to him. 
His bottom lip quivered and he shimmied away from her, backing into Ruth 
as he circled around, sniffing the air in vigilance. 
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“Whaa!” He flew himself back in Chise’s direction, clearly not expecting 
the soft and fluffy fur covered body he met. “Help! I can’t - I - I can’t,” 
His dirtied hands felt across his face, finding his eyes and rubbing them 
vigorously. “I can’t see!” His little chest began rising and falling dramatically.

Thunder echoed through the trees and countryside, making Chise’s 
insides flip as she tried her best to remain calm for his sake. Whatever was 
going on with him was far scarier than a loud noise.

“If you need anything else, please let us know.” Chise smiled at the 
rugged, older man before her. 

“Miss, are you sure there’s nothing I can do to pay you back? If it wasn’t 
for you and your broth-”

“Never mind that,” she reassured him, slipping her light windbreaker 
over her shoulder. “Just please get him to a doctor as soon as possible. My 
medicine has only treated the swelling and pain, but it’s possible there could 
be more damage inside we can’t see.”

“Of course,” he took the mageling’s right hand into his large, black-
stained and callused hands, shaking up and down and gripping firmly. His 
teary eyes stayed focused on hers as he tried to manage a friendly smile, only 
breaking contact to look at his son, lying peacefully in the bed behind them. 
A large, white bandage wrapped around his head covered most of his face but 
it was no longer wrinkled in agony and his tears were stilled.
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As soon as she and Ruth said their good-byes and stepped outside, the 
last of the raindrops fell from the pitch black sky and the thunder sounded 
off far in the distance. The storm had moved and she still hadn’t any black 
currants to show for her trip out today. Perhaps someone hexed this recipe. 
No, of course not; but at the moment that seemed logical. 

Chise sighed and stuffed her hands in her pockets. Ruth walked behind 
her, still in human form, mimicking her actions. Chise could feel the drop 
of adrenaline hit both of them. They simultaneously yawned.

“Be careful of the fog, Chise,” Elias grew out of the shadows which 
surrounded them and resumed his natural spot at her side. She nodded.

“Thanks, Elias,” she expressed her genuine gratitude. Not at his warning 
about the fog, that was a given (there are a lot of creatures hiding in the fog, 
that is), but at his guidance in helping Wyatt. After finding an area suitable, 
he’d helped her in creating a tent-like shelter with nearby foliage and a with 
spell or two to get the poor child into a safe area and assess the situation. 
The force of the blow to his head was enough to knock him nearly blind. 
And though likely temporary, neither Chise nor Elias could exactly predict 
how this would affect him in the future. 

The boy couldn’t recall anything other than sitting on the swing one 
second and being in the mud the next. A simple accident. Chise and Elias 
debated quietly amongst themselves about what they should do with him. 
Obviously, Chise insisted, they could not leave him. In the end, Chise’s 
nature came through and the young one was cared for. He was returned 
home to a very upset though grateful father and a beside-herself sister who 
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made a show of bursting into the house in tears as equally drenched as he 
was. 

In the hours that followed, once the two were back home and dried, 
Chise couldn’t get her mind off the boy and promised to check up on him 
in the weeks to come.

Wyatt stared in the mirror with a flat expression. The stitches from 
the cut on his forehead were removed days ago but the area was still red 
and unsightly. He thought he looked like Frankenstein’s Monster. Fumbling 
with his toothbrush in one hand and a tube of toothpaste in the other, he 
was able to brush his teeth without too much of a struggle. Ever since his 
accident things didn’t exactly come together like they used to. His mum, 
doubling as his physical therapy nurse, was pleased with the progress he’d 
made. The doctor said something about post-traumatic migraine acting a bit 
like a stroke...words he’d heard, but not yet understood. To him this meant 
he needed to slow down, concentrate harder, work harder just to do normal 
things. On top of that, all his friends were gone. His sister wasn’t anywhere 
near a friend, and his mum and dad worked all the time. The house was 
silent; his room was silent. He was beginning to feel an emptiness he couldn’t 
comprehend. 

That could take a lot out of an active little boy.
He cleaned his toothbrush and returned it to its case before hopping 

off the stool and moseying back to his room. He crawled back under the 
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covers. No school today, no physical therapy, no chores. He lay in his bed 
and sank his head into his fluffy pillow, listening to the birds chirp outside. 
Cuckoos? Magpies? Tits? Robins? He listed the calls of each different bird 
he heard them, their songs drifting through his slightly-parted curtains and 
soothing his morning headache. 

“WYATT!” He jumped and grabbed his head. His door flung open 
unnecessarily hard as it already was ajar and bounced off the wall behind. 
Samantha jumped into the room excitedly. 

He stared at her in silence.
“Your little science project plant thing is doing something!” This got 

his attention.
“No way!” Forgetting his headache, he swung his legs out of bed and 

quickly followed her down to the kitchen. Sure enough, sitting on the sill, 
was his small little pot with a tiny green sprout poking out of the dark brown 
soil. With wide eyes, Wyatt peered over the kitchen counter and gazed at the 
little miracle before him. 

“So what now?” Samantha moved next to her little brother and peered, 
only half-interested, at his project. 

“I...I don’t know...” Coming to a stark realization that he didn’t expect 
to get this far left Wyatt dumbstruck. He knew what his end goal was: 
creating a garden that would bloom year-round. And he knew how to start 
it - with seeds, of course. However, he didn’t really think this through. “I 
guess I’ll have to look it up...”

“Why can’t you just plant it outside now? I mean, it’s done, right?” 
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Eyebrows wrinkled and lips pursed, Wyatt stood back in his thoughts - 
puzzled. Was it done? “Was that how Nan did it?” In his mind the boy was 
transported back to his grandmother’s tiny but lush garden in the back of 
her London townhouse. He remembered being so young her watering can 
was nearly bigger than he was, grabbing at it with dimpled, chubby hands 
and trying with all his might to lift it and give all the pretty flowers a nice 
drink. He heard her laughter echo around him as her aged arms embraced 
him and her soft lips planted firm kisses on his cheeks, nose and forehead. 
She’d scoop him up close to her and hold the can for him, lifting Wyatt up 
to the planters and helping him tip it over and shower the flowers with water. 
The warmth of her body broke the chill of the early summer morning on his 
skin. He felt safe, he felt happy, he never wanted to leave.

“Great job, Bub!” She’d cheer him on with glee and he’d giggle in 
response. 

When Nan was gone, so were her kisses, so were her hugs, so were her 
flowers. 

“I don’t know, you were always into that nerdy sciencey stuff, not me.” 
Wyatt came back to reality. “It’s not really-”
“I know!” She took her little brother by the wrist and pulled him 

towards the front door. “I’ll take you to the library!”
“Huh?”
“On my bike! It’ll be fun!”
He eyed her. This wasn’t like his sister. Come to think of it, ever since 

his fall she’d been overly-nice to him. 
“I need to get dressed, Sama-”
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“Right, right, silly me!” She pushed him toward his room and shut the 
door. “I’ll be waiting outside!”

I can’t believe she left me here. Accompanied only by a whisper of 
thunder, Wyatt took a breath and stepped into the light rainfall with a small 
bag of books in one hand and his potted seedling in the other. The young 
librarian didn’t know anything about what he was asking - but she was able 
to give him a handful of books on general gardening. Most of which seemed 
out of his ballpark in terms of vocabulary, but he thanked her and checked 
them out all the same. 

Samantha said she’d be right back, but that was an hour ago and the 
library was closing soon. Having nowhere else to go, he decided to head off 
back home... a bike ride only took about 30 minutes to get there, so walking 
back home shouldn’t be too much longer, he thought.

If only he’d had the foresight to wear his wellies. Not ten minutes into 
walking at the side of the old country road, his shoes were soaked.

Wyatt stopped to set his things down and covered his damp hair, which 
was quickly curling tighter, with the hood of his jacket. He resituated his 
belongings, shaking his sopping sneakers as he did so. At least the books are 
covered in plastic, he thought. When he looked back up he was greeted with 
the sight of a redheaded girl in a green coat carrying her own bag, messenger 
style, over her shoulder. She came from the direction of the church and he 
wondered what kind of services they were having on a Saturday afternoon.
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Just as she rounded the corner of the big brick wall separating the road 
from the town, she turned to him, and her green eyes grew wide.

“Wyatt,” she smiled. “How are you feeling?”
Taken aback, he politely smiled and tried to place her. She had a vague 

familiarity about her, especially how she spoke; but he couldn’t remember 
her. Was she in his school? Maybe a few grades above. She was pretty, that 
much he knew. 

“I’m okay,” Wyatt shrugged as she took a place at his side and walked 
with him.

“You don’t remember me, do you?” She tilted her head and looked at 
him with concern, eyes resting on the scar on his forehead. “My name’s 
Chise.”

Chise...
“Sorry, no,” It was still familiar, though.
“It’s okay, you took quite a fall. I’m just glad we found you,” she smiled 

warmly and wiped a droplet of rain off her cheek. 
“Oh!” Now he remembered. Not a lot, but he remembered crying, 

being in pain, unable to see until this girl and her brother gave him medicine 
and bandages.

“I should have brought my umbrella...” A silence fell between them, 
drowned out by the steady rain and rumbling in the distance. 
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The quietness sat for a minute or two before Chise broke the awkward 
air. She would talk circles around her customers about medicines and 
remedies, could share anything with Ruth, was always up for chatting with 
the neighbors who visited her, and as time had gone on, she had even learned 
how to speak Elias’ language. But conversing with other humans about 
human things? That was uncharted territory. Even talking to Stella or Alice 
made her nervous, and those were her friends. “So, are you headed home?”

“Um...yeah...” Wyatt gasped as the bag holding his books slipped out 
of his hand and fell into the muddy stream of water flowing at their feet. 
“Shit!” he said, slipping a swear as he rescued his books from becoming a 
sopping mess like his shoes. He awkwardly fumbled with the seedling in his 
other hand.

Chise was quickly down to his level and helping him gather the books, 
not terribly damaged; she offered to carry them for him, to which he 
graciously agreed, seemingly embarrassed. He thanked her again.

“No worries,” she reassured him. “You must have a lot of studying 
to do.” In the back of her mind a question came to the forefront of her 
thoughts, one she’d had since she first saw him covered in mud and blood. 
She wondered if she should bring it up, but decided against it for the 
moment. 

“Actually, I’m trying to grow this plant and don’t really know what to 
do...” He held it towards her and then pulled his hand back as the pot began 
to slip. “My Nan used to have a garden but she went to heaven...and my 
mum and dad don’t know a lot and they work...my sis used to make fun of 
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this kinda stuff a lot. I dunno, though, she said I could find out stuff at the 
library so she took me there and kinda never came back.”

Chise frowned a moment.
“A nursery may have been a bit more helpful than a library,” she 

chuckled before noticing the boy’s downcast gaze. She corrected, “--but 
I’m not sure there are any nurseries out this way. So you did a good thing 
stopping there! There’s a lot to learn when it comes to growing your own...” 
She trailed off when she realized he’d stopped.

“This is my street.”
“I see,” the two stared at each other. 
“Can...I have my books back?” Chise bit her lip and extended the bag 

to him before stopping.
“Why don’t you come over to my place? The rain is nearly stopped. 

Maybe I could show you our garden?”
“You have a garden?!” Wyatt’s face brightened as be beamed at her from 

under his hood. “With flowers and fruits and vegetables and everything?” 
Chise nodded. 

“I do, why don’t you come over for tea? Ru-...er...my brother and I 
could take you home afterwards. That is, if it’s okay with your parents.”

He smiled even wider and agreed, waving off his parents and sister as 
too busy. 

Chise lead the way as Wyatt lowered his hood. Looking back at him, 
she could see excitement plastered on his face. Perhaps he’d be interested in 
chatting about what happened.
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“Wyatt,” the mageling pulled his attention back to her. “The day of your 
accident, did you- do you...do you remember anything?”

He shrugged. “Not really. Dad said I was probably fooling around on 
the swing and fell. He’s probably right.”

“Hmm,” Chise hummed. While Elias and Ruth theorized as much, she 
had picked up on a feel and smell in the air on that day that wasn’t right. 
“Have you ever...seen anything - I don’t know, scary, maybe? Or have you 
ever felt unsafe?”

The sudden change in topic made Wyatt’s smile turn to a more somber 
expression as he thought about his answer. “I can see fine now, thanks to 
you lot. And, well...”

Chise waited patiently for him to finish. 
“Well...sometimes my sister can be mean. She used to be a big bully...

until I hurt myself anyways. But that’s probably normal. You have a brother 
too, after all. Y’know, normal brother and sister stuff.”

“Well, brothers and sisters do sometimes argue.” She actually had no 
idea other than what she’d seen from Stella and Ethan. If they were a good 
example, then maybe brothers and sisters really were always be at each other’s 
throats. But ‘bullying’? She wasn’t sure. She had a quick flash of memory of 
her own little brother, but she pushed it aside. 

“Yeah,” he fidgeted. “But she’s been nice lately, like I said. So maybe she 
doesn’t hate me as much as I thought she did. She even helped me with my 
project with this plant.” He held up the seedling to show her again.

“That was nice of her! What is it you’re trying to do?” The two stepped 
from the road onto the path to the Ainsworth residence. 
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“I wanted to take it to the science fair at school to show how plants can 
grow in winter. My Nan used to have a whole garden that had plants for 
winter, spring, summer and even fall.”

“Oh! You said the science fair? When is it?”
“School just started, but it’s before Christmas break. Do you think the 

flowers will be nice and big by then? The packet said I could plant it last 
month.”

“Probably not, Wyatt. This little one is still a baby, it needs time to 
grow.”

“If I put it in a bigger pot will it make it grow faster?” 
Chise frowned. She didn’t want to crush the little guy’s spirit, but she 

didn’t want to lie to him either. “It won’t, I’m sorry. You can’t exactly rush 
nature. It will take time for the seedling to spread its roots and take hold of 
the soil it’s in right now.  It needs lots of sun, and water, and time.”

“Oh.” His bottom lip quivered. 
“What’s wrong?” She tried sounding upbeat but she could almost hear 

his little heart breaking. They came up to the front of the house and rounded 
it to make their way to the back.

“This is so annoying!” His small voice broke as if succumbing to a 
heavy weight. “Everything is so hard to do now. I can’t even take a shower 
by myself. I have to wait for dad because I might slip and fall.” He frowned 
and a tear dropped onto his already wet cheeks. “I can barely write because 
my stupid hand can’t hold my stupid pencil. Kids at school used to make 
fun of me because I was the nerd or whatever, and now most of them just 
look at me like I’m a freak.” He wiped his eyes. “I hate it. And now, now I 
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can’t even grow flowers like Nan’s. I’m never going to get better. I’m always 
going to be like this!” He stopped and pressed the mark on his head, turning 
away from her.

Chise paused, not sure what to say. Then she gently took his free hand 
and led him to the back of the estate. He reluctantly followed until he came 
to a full halt.

The first thing he noticed was the smell. A full array of lush and heady 
floral scents met him and nearly took hold of his spirit to carry him away. 
The sweet aroma of honeysuckle, accompanied by hints of citrus from several 
rose plants, each of which carried their own signature perfume of both petals 
and leaves, met with the full-bodied and sharp redolence of several herbs 
and spices. It created an atmosphere that was so much greater than his 
grandmother’s garden, but still held the notes in his memory. 

Next he noticed the sounds. It was calm and quiet, but there was a 
whole ecosystem living right here. Cities for the bugs and wildlife that made 
their homes here. With the rain and thunder gone, the gentle rustle of the 
shrubbery and ornamental grasses sang with the buzzing of the bees coming 
back out to collect and spread their pollen. Birds gathered in the trees, 
bushes and atop the house and all sang, calling to each other. Speaking 
their own language. Crickets chirped here and there, and harmonized with 
the frogs and toads that hid in the fields and nooks around the house. Two 
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chipmunks chased each other from flower bed to flower bed, their nails 
scraping against the rocks and wood.

“Wow...” Then he noticed the colors. Oh, the colors! Oranges, yellows, 
greens, blues, purples, reds, whites! Colors contrasted and balanced each 
other with different shades, shapes and sizes. Big pink and yellows sat 
alongside small whites and greens. Oranges with blues. Reds with purples. 
Lights with darks, darks with lights. It was a riot that worked to paint a 
masterpiece between the flowers, shrubs, berries, vegetables, and herbs. He 
noticed the greenhouse attached to the large country home and saw that 
the same kind of artwork was peeking out of the thick glass windows. He 
felt like he’d be transported to an entirely new world he never knew existed; 
could never have dreamed of. 

“Can I show you something?” asked Chise, as she led Wyatt to the 
arrangement of roses of all different sizes and colors. Their bright hues stood 
out against the smaller, yellow-green plants around them.

“A few years ago a friend passed away. His wife who passed before 
him loved roses and kept a garden. When she died, he kept the garden for 
her. Now that he’s gone, the roses at his old house have become overgrown 
and unkept. A lot like those grasses over there.” She gestured out past the 
field to the prolific greenery that lined the property, then she turned back 
towards the roses. “But these are from his garden and I’ve some of our own 
over here. See how different they are? These are heirloom roses, and those 
are wild roses.” 

“Yeah...” Wyatt whispered.
“But they’re still growing in the same garden.”
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“Yeah...” He repeated.
“And these over here? I planted these last summer, from seedlings, like 

yours. A friend gave me the seeds; they’re called tea roses. I can use them 
with the others to make my own kind.”

“Really?” The boy knelt down to the look at the roses in question, 
getting close and taking in their fragrance. “But they’re still so small.”

“They are still growing. They’ll get bigger, probably not as big as those 
over there, but they still need tending to, or they’ll become overgrown like 
those grasses...or they might stop growing altogether if weeds take over.”

“What does that mean? Tending?”
“By clipping the dead leaves and flowers out of the way. It’s called 

pruning. If you don’t prune them, you won’t get many flowers.”
“But why?”
Chise paused. “The leaves have buds, or seed, in them for flowers. When 

you cut them away, the bush wants to grow new flowers in its place.”
“But won’t it hurt the whole thing?”
“It seems like it would, but in life we can’t look forward to new growth 

unless we cut away some of the old. Even for us, as the keepers, we might get 
hurt.” She ran her hand along a stem and pricked her finger on a thorn. A 
bead of blood formed. “See? The thorns are very sharp. But the small amount 
of pain pays off in the end. We just need to be diligent and patient. Go along 
with nature rather than fight with it.” The redhead pulled a handkerchief 
from her pocket and pinched her fingertip. “Of course, wearing long and 
thick gloves while you tend to them also helps!” She added.

The youngster nodded. “Work through the problems…”
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Chise nodded along with him. He stared at the roses a moment before 
holding his seedling next to them.

“Will my plant need to be tended to like the roses?”
“Every plant has different needs. I think if you keep your little seedling 

like you have been, you’ll be off to a good start.”
“But I don’t know what to do next.”
“Well, let’s start by looking up the type of flower it is and go from 

there.” 

She placed a hand on his back and guided him into the greenhouse. 
Setting him up on a stool by the work bench, she cleared a space for him and 
pulled out each book. After determining Wyatt had sweet peas, she helped 
him take down notes on the next stages and found herself apologizing for 
repeatedly using big words. Studying ancient magic kind of had that effect 
on your vocabulary, she had learned.

As they finished, the chime of a bell from within the house rang out, 
calling the two to tea. Chise led him inside to the living room where a spread 
of dainty, cut-cucumber sandwiches sat on the coffee table alongside scones 
with clotted cream and preserves, and a platter of freshly baked biscuits.

Silky never disappointed.
Wyatt sat and Chise saw him look around, as if waiting for someone 

else. Probably the chef who arranged this. Too bad he couldn’t see Silky as 
she slipped out of the room, Chise thought. Shrugging, he took a plate and 
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graciously enjoyed the treats while Chise poured the tea. Then she unloaded 
the contents of her backpack, finally, on the table while waiting for the 
drinks to steep and cool. She laid down soft, dry towels and spread out a jar 
of moistened berries on them before opening the window to let in the fresh 
post-storm breeze. She set out several vials and small jars from her bag as 
well, before rejoining him for tea.

“You do all sorts of gardening and science stuff, don’t you?” Wyatt asked 
with a mouth full of scone.

Chise opened her mouth to answer him before quickly shutting it as 
Elias, clothed in his human, Simon-esque glamor, walked into the room. 
He was dressed down to his white shirt, suspenders, and navy blue pants, 
and carried his typical blank expression despite being curious as to who was 
in his house.

“Elias! I didn’t know you were back yet.” Chise set her cup down on its 
saucer and stood to greet him. He stood in the doorway with his hands at 
his side, staring at the small child sitting on his sofa. Wyatt waved politely.

“Good to see you, sir.” 
“I’ve been home a while.” Elias kept his attention on Chise. “My client 

canceled due to the rain. Did you get what you needed?”
Chise turned to the table behind her and nodded. “They’re drying off 

from the rain. I just need to dust them with the antimony and add the tears.”
Elias nodded in response and took one last look towards Wyatt before 

turning away. “If you need assistance, let me know.” He began to make his 
way back to where he came from.
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“Hang on!” She hurried to his side and pulled him into the hallway, 
hugging him and whispering that they were almost done before parting 
ways.

“Is that your dad?” Wyatt asked her as she sat down and took a sip of 
her darjeeling. 

In response, she choked and nearly spit the freshly brewed tea on her 
guest.

“I mean, like, your adopted dad or something?” He rephrased his 
question through her coughing fit. Chise shook her head, her eyes watering. 
“I just thought, because you’re...um...Asian and he’s English, and so much 
older...I’m sorry.” 

“No, no, it’s okay.” She cleared her throat and wiped a tear from above 
her reassuring smile. “He’s my hus...teacher. He’s my teacher.”

“Oh.” Chise coughed once more and took a deep breath, calming 
herself. He pointed at her set-up. “Can you show me what all that is?” 

“I, uh, well, I don’t see the harm.” She really didn’t, considering the 
solution was more or less a simple recipe; a precursor to working in this 
particular discipline, a side note in her studies. 

After having Wyatt don a spare pair of goggles she’d kept in her bag 
for college (safety first, after all), Chise revealed a small vial of fine silver 
powder, and after dropping the air-dried berries into a medium-sized beaker, 
she dusted them gently. As soon as the powder hit the currants, they began 
to fizzle and steam, breaking down into a thick, black, and goopy liquid 
that reminded her of tar.  He watched intently, eyes wide behind his safety 
goggles, as Chise then took a simple glass rod to stir the sticky mess.
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Finding the consistency sufficient, she set the rod in the mix and found 
a dark amber-colored jar sitting amongst a few others. It was unlabeled, 
but she knew the contents well. Carefully removing the lid, she inserted a 
dropper in and pulled it back out, holding it up towards the light to check 
for any imperfections.

“It’s clear, that’s exactly what I want,” she muttered, not to anyone in 
particular, as she began to stir the black sticky matter again with her free 
hand. Gingerly, she measured the smallest droplet of liquid and let it fall into 
the beaker, careful to control her magical output to the best of her abilities. 
It was true that magic was added to everything a mage like her did, but for 
this purpose only the slightest bit was needed and no more. 

She saw it sparkle in the liquid as it fell, nearly in slow motion, and 
disperse into the black tar, which began to thin and lighten in color. She gave 
the rod a twist and the room was lit with a flash of new light.

Wyatt flung his hands to his mouth. The sludge was now a honey-
colored liquid; light and fragrant like black currant jam but with a hint 
of something metallic. He watched as the mage poured the solution, now 
nearly half the volume it was, into several test tubes before placing all but 
one in a wooden case.

Chise smiled to herself. After her previous failed attempts, she was near-
certain this time had been successful.

“I think it’s finished,” she looked proudly at the small tube in her hand. 
Wyatt swallowed hard. “What is it for?” he managed.
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Chise put a finger to her chin in contemplation. The first part was 
nothing, but she wasn’t sure if showing him the full application would be the 
right thing to do. Perhaps she could do a small sample as a tester...

“I’ll show you,” she jumped with an idea and took him quickly back 
to the garden. 

In her wake, her teacher silently observed her from the shadows. 

Chise quickly slid on a pair of black pruning gloves and then snipped 
a small, yellow rose that was hidden amongst the reds and whites. Taking 
her clippers, she dethorned the stem and carefully handed it to Wyatt before 
removing her gloves. He took it in hand and twisted it around, raising it to 
his nose to take in the fresh scent and quietly reveling in the nostalgia that 
once again filled him. 

“It smells so good,” he commented, watching her take a dropper from 
the tube.

“Hmm,” Chise tilted her head and knelt next to him, humming as she 
took the rose in his hand and extended it out from his body. “Hold it out 
here, please.”

Holding the dropper over the flower, she pressed the bulb and let 
two drops fall in between the petals. Wyatt watched with bated breath as 
the liquid sank in and just as he was about to ask Chise why nothing was 
happening, a newness stirred within the stem creating a subtle vibration he 
could just barely feel in his fingers. From the very bottom, the dark green 
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stem changed to carry a metallic sheen about it. The silver overlay crept up 
the stalk, through to the leaves and leaflets, over the bracts and sepals and 
into the hip where the true transformation began. 

From Chise’s point-of-view, the mutation was nothing short of 
beautiful. Ariels hiding in the petals of the flowers nearby fluttered their 
brilliant colored wings around her, dancing and giggling as they carried a 
magical trail of light and wrapped the rose within it. 

“Niawa no chigusa mo
Mushi no ne mo
Karete samishiku
Narini keri
Ah shiragiku
Ah shiragiku....”

Chise softly sang a song that she had learned long ago as the magic took 
hold. The ariels rejoiced in her singing and hummed and harmonized along 
with her quite loudly as they played around the two and the rose between 
them.

Showy, she thought, watching one of them climb on Wyatt’s shoulder 
and take a seat on his head. It happily chattered along with the others.

Our sweet Robin-
-beautiful Robin
We love her so-
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-her song is enrapturing
Unutterably magni-

She shushed them and watched the magic grab hold of the hip and 
finally flutter through the petals, making them glitter and shine and nearly 
reflect Wyatt’s awe-struck face. He twisted it once more and turned it to its 
side. No longer was it only yellow, but a brighter gold that gradually faded 
to a subtler dark purple at the center of the rose which, he found, was only 
visible if you tilted it upwards. Atop this, as with the stem, there was a shiny 
metallic overlay. The boy took a finger and went to touch a petal before 
cautiously looking back to Chise to see if this action was okay.

She nodded and he ran a finger along the outside of it, taking in the 
new texture. It was still silky smooth like a normal petal, but also firm and 
even, like a crystal.

“That song,” he managed, his throat caught. “My Nan sang something 
like that...but...but...” The language was foreign to him but the melody was 
not. Somewhere embedded deep in his memories of early childhood, he 
could hear his grandmother cheerfully sing an otherwise-sad song before 
talking about her own childhood home in the Irish countryside that she 
longed to see again.

“’Tis the last rose of summer,
Left blooming alone;
All her lovely companions
Are faded and gone;
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No flower of her kindred,
No rosebud is nigh,
To reflect back her blushes,
Or give sigh for sigh.”

Chise retraced her words, echoing the melody from before but in a 
language the boy would understand, a language she hadn’t known was the 
origin until perusing through the large collection of poetry in the living 
room. Wyatt’s bottom lip quivered and he dropped to the ground, sat in the 
middle of the late summer garden; the sun now low in the sky, the sounds of 
nature taking the background to the song he heard so long ago. Eyes wide, 
but seeing a dream, he was transported back to the arms of his grandmother. 
Chise knelt next to him, continuing. Her voice trickled into his memory but 
was overpowered by the one now holding him, rocking him, placing a single 
kiss on his forehead and lulling him to sleep.

“I’ll not leave thee, thou lone one!
To pine on the stem;
Since the lovely are sleeping,
Go, sleep thou with them.
Thus kindly I scatter,
Thy leaves o’er the bed,
Where thy mates of the garden
Lie scentless and dead.
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So soon may I follow,
When friendships decay,
And from Love’s shining circle
The gems drop away.
When true hearts lie withered,
And fond ones are flown,
Oh! Who would inhabit
This bleak world alone?”

“Wyatt,” Chise’s voice broke his faint consciousness and brought him 
back to reality again, as if he were waking from a dream. She took his empty 
hand and closed it around his other, which was clutching the rose tightly. 
He looked up, his misted eyes meeting hers between his curled locks. “You 
are not alone,” she brushed his hair back, out of his eyes, before resting her 
hand on his shoulder and patting him consolingly. “This rose is my gift to 
you,” she began. “It will no longer wilt or die as the rest of these roses here 
will, but it will follow you wherever you go.”

“Yellow roses are a symbol of friendship,” the mageling continued. 
“They are given to share the warmth and love between two friends, and 
stand for the joy that being with each other brings you. Sometimes,” she 
pushed her own memories of her family away. “Sometimes our loved ones 
leave us. Sometimes parts of ourselves leave us. Sometimes we’re left grasping 
to hold on to what we had or to try and find what we’ve lost.  We might 
be able to regain the loss, but sometimes the loss cannot be regained. That 
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is why we have our memories, and why we give each other these kinds of 
gifts. To remember.”

A pang of guilt hit Chise. She hadn’t meant to make the poor boy cry, 
but this must have opened up something painful for him. Speaking from her 
heart seemed to not do any bit of difference, as he still looked distraught. 
“Remembering is easier when you have something to awaken the memory, 
such as a sight, a smell, or a sound. Remembering those who brought us 
such happiness and warmth reminds us we are not alone. We can never be 
alone so long as they live within us.”

Wyatt nearly launched himself into her arms and embraced her, smiling 
through tears.

“Thank you, Chise.”

“I looked everywhere for you!” Samantha met the group just as they 
reached the little village. She jumped off her bike and let it drop, running up 
to them. Ruth stood behind Chise and Wyatt carrying all of their belongings 
dutifully, but unable to see anything other than the back of Chise’s head 
through the gap in the stack of books he was carrying. He sniffed at the air 
and snorted at her scent. Chise could sense it too, the same feeling arose 
when they first encountered Wyatt. This time, it was clear. She smelled of 
deceit. Still not quite malicious, but deceit nonetheless. 

“I stood outside forever and you never came,” Wyatt retorted, annoyed. 
“So I went to my friend’s house.”
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Samantha glanced at Chise not sure what to say, opening her mouth 
and then closing it. “I’m sorry,” she muttered. “I saw a girl from school and 
I didn’t-”

“It’s fine,” he interrupted her, softening. “Did you have fun?”
She lit up. “I did! I saw Carolyn and Emma from my first class. They 

live in our neighborhood,” she continued on all about her afternoon as she 
followed them, walking her bike by her side. He listened to her, politely, 
carrying his rose in one hand and his seedling in the other, which she hadn’t 
shown interest in and he wagered she never would – but it looked as if he was 
okay with that. Chise wondered if it was because of what she had just done, 
and if he’d ever try and tell his sister what happened; if she’d believe him. 

Whey they departed and settled in at home, Wyatt greeted his parents 
and made his way to his room. He set the seedling on his windowsill above 
his desk and sat in his chair, flicked on the light and stared at his little potted 
plant. He set the rose to lie on the desk in front of him.

“One day you’ll be as big as this rose,” he whispered. “And you’ll have 
lots of friends in our garden.”
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A Steady Hand
on the Tiller
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Side Story : A steady hand on the tiller 



Sorry 
I'm late! 

You forgot 
the rake and 
it was behind 
all the other 

tools.

Forgot the clippers too.

Good morning, 
I did not forget it. 
I took the hand 

rake, it is  
better suited 
to this task.

....

Won’t 
this take 
all day if 

we do it by 
hand?

It will 
take longer, 
but winter 

preparations are  
as important 

as those 
of Spring.

Land requires 
year-round work. 
The goal today is 

not to clear, 
but to clean.



Our garden serves 
us as a source of 

needed ingredients…

and provides 
the proper aesthetic 

for the house.
But it is 

part of the 
environment 
and home to 

many a 
living thing.

Insects 
and other beings 

overwinter or 
feed on leftover 

blooms and 
their seeds.

While we 
do want to 

remove unwanted 
seeds and debris 
from the trees 

and weeds, 
we must do so 

with care. 
It is best 

to preserve 
the spent stalks 

and pods. 
This helps to 
maintain a 

healthy balance of 
flora and fauna.



Here, 
tap this 
into the 
palm of 

your hand.

withered blooms 
that are cleared 
carelessly may 

hold seeds which 
will either spread 

the plant,

become food 
or for you, 

provide needed 
components for 
various elixirs.

People rush 
through these tasks 
and discard anything 
that appears spent 
or deemed useless 

and unsightly…

They fail to see, 
or consciously 

ignore any 
value beyond 
superficial 
qualities.

though that might 
be a bit of a 

generalization…

I’ve found it holds true 
more times than not.



That all 
makes sense. 
We can use 
the big rake 

to clear what 
we remove by 

hand…

it’ll still 
save time. 

Then we can 
move it to 

the compost 
pile.

OH, I told Silky 
we’d be done 
before lunch!

That won’t 
be the case.

We’ll either 
have to work 

quickly or 
pause and 

clean up, we 
don’t want 

her mad.

Hnn.
For all the seasons that followed, 
I made sure to be outside first, hand tools prepared,

with a lunch packed, so we could take our time.



CPAWS 
Out of Flowers

•
Flint Water Fund 
A Robin Among Thorns

•
めんなでがんばろ 

葵

•

VENEZUELA nos necesita
Vendrasola

•
Feeding America

メリメリ

This work is free for all. 
If you would like to support those involved or just say thanks, 

you can send a KoFi for those that take them or 
donate to their suggested charity.

Blooms on Blackthorn

https://donate.cpaws.org/page/18554/donate/1
https://www.unitedwaygenesee.org/flintwaterfund
http://minnade-ganbaro.jp/shien/donation/
https://fundraise.sunrisas.org/campaign/venezuela-nos-necesita-juntos-somos-mas/c126600
https://www.feedingamerica.org/


Site Links
Out of Flowers

A Robin Among Thorns

葵

Vendrasola
•

メリメリ

Lukrecious

hobgoblin

anonymousbathtub

Blooms on Blackthorn

https://outofflowers.tumblr.com/
https://archiveofourown.org/users/StormyWeatherBringsUsTogether/pseuds/StormyWeatherBringsUsTogether
https://www.pixiv.net/member.php?id=29771355
https://archiveofourown.org/users/Vendrasola/pseuds/Vendrasola
https://gaogaigirl.tumblr.com/
http://lukrecious.tumblr.com/
http://cavorting-hobgoblins.tumblr.com
https://anonymousbathtub.tumblr.com/


Foraging in 
North America

Eating Hosta Shoots

Foraged Garlic Mustard

Harvesting Sumac

Wild Ramps

Dandelion tea

Daylily Fritters

Harvesting Rose Hips

Tasty Purslane

Ink from Black Walnuts

Blooms on Blackthorn

These are some basic resources for foraging for edible plants. PLEASE make sure you are not 
allergic to anything and that you do further research if you wish to take up foraging. Your 

local library will likely have more in-depth information.

https://scottishforestgarden.wordpress.com/2012/05/07/hostas/
http://ledameredith.com/garlic-mustard-pesto/
https://www.seriouseats.com/2013/09/foraged-flavor-all-about-sumac.html
https://www.marthastewart.com/1513965/ramps-recipes
https://wellnessmama.com/4505/iced-lime-dandelion-tea/
http://www.pbs.org/food/kitchen-vignettes/daylily-fritters-edible-flowers/
https://www.thespruce.com/what-are-rose-hips-and-what-do-they-do-1403046
https://www.chicagotribune.com/dining/recipes/sns-food-recipes-sides-purslane-story.html
http://yougrowgirl.com/make-black-walnut-ink/




Blooms on Blackthorn

An
Ancient Magus' Bride
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